
Discomatic Mambo
Powerful. Sleek. Revolutionary.
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15Discomatic Mambo: save time and money with high tech

• Effi cient cleaning with a minimal use of personnel: the Discomatic Mambo gives excellent cleaning 
results on smaller and medium-sized areas within a short time.

• Money that is well invested: the robust construction and the reliable technology of the Discomatic
Mambo reduce the maintenance intervals and provide a guarantee of a long working life.

• Economy and ecology in harmony: the Discomatic Mambo reduces the amount of fresh water, 
chemical cleaning products and energy consumed to the bare minimum that is required.
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Discomatic
Mambo

Discomatic 
Mambo Dosing

Discomatic
Mambo Cable

Type with brushes with brushes with pads with brushes
Item no. 50.025 50.026 50.028 50.027

Basic version
LiFePo battery 25.6 V –
Internal charger –
Suction nozzle complete
Sealing lip front RS 55 Para
Squeegee rear RS 55 Para
Dosage system complete – –

Optional extras
2 Scrubbing brushes Polyprop. –
Pad drive disk – – –
Splash guard – – –

Technical data
Theoretical area coverage 1720 m2/h
Working width 430 mm
Total length 950 mm
Total width 580 mm
Suction width 550 mm
Total height 1120 mm
Ground clearance 730 mm
Fresh water tank 30 l
Recovery tank 32 l
Weight (incl. batteries) 63 kg 63 kg –
Weight (without battery) 53 kg 53 kg 56 kg
Brush pressure 28kg/0.45 N/cm2 28kg/0.45 N/cm2 23kg/0.37 N/cm2

Rated voltage 24 V DC 24 V DC 230 V AC
Battery capacity 25.6 V AC 25.6 V AC –
Battery life 2.5 h 2.5 h –
Power cable length – – 20 m



Discomatic Mambo: Power with rhythm and verve

It looks good, and has an almost unbridled temperament. The Discomatic Mambo literally shines on smaller 
to medium-sized areas with a performance that is good enough for Hollywood and bypasses obstacles in 
slightly cluttered rooms with agility and elegance. It still looks good despite the 30 litre fresh water tank: 
It is indeed the most compact scrubber-drier in this category. Thanks to its robust construction and 
innovative internals the Discomatic Mambo masters the toughest cleaning tasks with verve and endurance. 
And it can be operated ever so easily, with only four control buttons.

Intuitive operation.

The clearly laid out control panel with 
just four control buttons makes ope-
ration of the machine easy and safe. If 
the optional dosage system has been 
included then the cleaning chemicals are 
automatically dosed correctly when the 
amount of water is set. It is also possible 
to change the amount of water at any 
time during operation. Brushing and 
suction can be activated at the press of 
a button. 

An assured electric power supply: 
a powerful LiFePo battery.

The lithium-ion battery gives a constant 
and high output in all charge states. 
Thanks to its high charging capacity 
the battery provides more capacity per 
charge. In addition, it has a working life 
that is up to four times as long as that of 
conventional rechargeable batteries.

No stopping during the cleaning: 
water under control.

Although you cannot see it the Mambo 
has a 30 litre fresh water tank to allow 
for longer cleaning sessions at one go. 
The water feed is not subject to fl uctu-
ations and can be regulated from the 
control panel by the water pump that is 
built in as standard.

Cleaning technology in top form: 
a proven disk brush system. 

The two disk brushes guarantee 
fl awless cleaning results. They make 
it easier to handle the machine by 
supporting the forward motion of the 
machine and keeping it precisely on 
course.

Cleaning technology under control: 
ergonomics and manoeuvrability. 

The upright handle of the Mambo is 
continuously adjustable and can be set 
to match the size of the operator and 
the situation even while the machine 
is running. In this way this compact 
machine can master manoeuvres even 
in tight areas and corners where other 
machines are too big to get in close. 
The amount of space required for 
trans port or to put away the machine is 
considerably less.

Just the right mix: 
automatic dosage system.

If the customer wishes it the Mambo 
can be equipped with a fully integrated 
dosage system. This can be activated at 
the press of a button and ensures that 
the amounts of fresh water and cleaning 
chemicals are always matched optimally 
to one another; this gives convincing 
cleaning results both from an economic 
as well as an ecological point of view. 

Rolling from job to job: 
extending support wheel. 

The Mambo is extremely easy to 
transport from one location to another 
for work. Once the job has been done it 
automatically extends its support wheel 
to raise the machine and to literally play 
a supporting role. 
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